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Dear Editor,

I am glad to hear that our research article entitled “Acetylcholinesterase overexpression mediated by oncolytic adenovirus exhibited potent anti-tumor effect” (MS: 1942810311128359) is suitable for publication in the journal. We are appreciated about your hard work on our manuscript very much, according to your suggestion, revisions have made as follows:

1. Line numbers in the manuscript have been deleted;
2. Colour of the last revision words has been uniformed to black;
3. The location and organization style of Author line has changed as template;
4. Label marker of co-author and corresponding author has uniformed as template separately;
5. Location and number style of author’s affiliations has uniformed as template;
6. Organization style of email addresses has uniformed as templates;
7. The full name of the institutional review board has been added to page10, line 2 of animal experiments in the methods part as “……Committee of Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biochemistry, Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences”

We look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.

With best wishes.

Liang Chu